START

Here

Incident report is received from LSU PD, Informant, Self-Report or other source.

Self-Report or is received from Greek Organization Accountability Process.

SAA Administrative Process

SAA starts investigation. SAA may meet with alleged students, material observers and other involved parties.

SAA charges chapter with alleged violation(s) of the Code of Student Conduct and requests accountability meeting. Chapter representative(s) meet with SAA.

SAA issues accountability outcome to chapter.

Chapter does not accept accountability outcome, so requests Alternate UHP. Chapter participates in AUHP.

Chapter accepts accountability outcome.

SAA formalizes outcome to include a disciplinary status and/or educational outcomes if found responsible.

Chapter does not accept responsibility, obstructs the process, provides false or inaccurate information or omits information. Chapter referred to Administrative Process.

Information points to individual(s) and is not adequate to support organization charges. Chapter is found not responsible and SAA may proceed with individual charges. Names of individuals involved must be provided to proceed with this step.

If the Chapter misses any deadlines, violates the outcome or is charged with any further violations (including failure to comply), the chapter will be referred to SAA Administrative Process.

GL & SAA Partnership Process

Chapter officers and advisor meet with Greek Life (GL) and SAA. Group discusses chapter internal investigation strategy and provides a written report to SAA and GL within 5 days of the meeting. Report should be detailed and specific; including names of individuals to be held accountable.

Chapter officer(s) and advisor meet with SAA, GL and Council Rep (as applicable) to discuss information discovered in internal investigation through written report. The report is accepted by the university.

Chapter accepts responsibility for Code violations and prepares an initial draft of the Enhancement Plan (EP) when appropriate. Enhancement Plan developed by chapter officers, with assistance from advisor, SAA, GL and Council Rep within 5 days of the report. Greek Life and SAA accept EP.

SAA formalizes University accountability outcome with chapter representative(s). Outcome will include EP items and accountability status. Chapter officers share with chapter for buy-in to confront and change behavior and commit to executing the EP.